
Welcome to the April 2018 issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• Cover Story: Changing How “Golfers” Are Defined – Off-course
participants and range-goers now included in official definition 
of “golfer”

• A Salute to Arnie – How Peter Jacobsen is faring in his role as
Tournament Host of the Arnold Palmer Invitational

• Premium Fitting Location Continues Growth and Industry
Advocacy – Club Champion intends to open 30 new locations over
the next two years

• Time Waits for No One – Over the years, Tiger Woods’ practice
routine and workout habits have dramatically evolved

• FlightScope Mevo – The company wants to become the “Uber” of
launch monitors

• Practice Facility Fit For a King – An updated Reynolds Kingdom of
Golf presented by TaylorMade open to all golfers

• Building Better Performance: Goal Getting – Setting goals and the
path to achieving them

• Top 25Teaching & Training Aid: Live View Golf – Our series on golf ’s
finest training aids continues with a video tool that provides real-
time feedback

• Video File: Golf New York…Chelsea Piers

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards,

Rick Summers

CEO & Publisher, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org
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Changes in How Golfers 
Experience the Game Up 
Importance of the Range
A

s golf’s landscape continues to evolve, off-course experiences have become extremely vital

to the industry’s overall health: both from financial and participation perspectives. Our

game’s leaders took note of the groves of new and experienced golfers who sought non-traditional

experiences over the last few years. Things like short courses, Topgolf and, yes, enhanced practice

range offerings.

In this month’s cover story we take a look at the “changing definition of a golfer.” Quite

literally, the definition has changed. In 2017 the National Golf Foundation, which tracks and

analyzes golf industry data, officially changed its definition of a “golfer” to include off-course

participants and range-goers. The questions remain: What does this emerging market mean for

the growth of golf and how can golf be prepared to welcome it?

While new off-course options are growing the game today, Tiger Woods is an on-course

powerhouse that’s attracted people to the game for two decades. Over the years, Woods has

fought back through injuries and multiple comebacks. Along the way, he’s had to adjust the

dynamic practice and workout sessions that helped him dominate the game in his prime. In the

April edition of Tour Talk, we look at how Woods’ practice routine has evolved in recent years.

We also visit the Kingdom at Reynolds Lake Oconee in Georgia to see how facility changes

are impacting its teaching and clubfitting business. From the Kingdom, to The King. We were at

the Arnold Palmer Bay Hill Invitational this year, and took the opportunity to speak with Peter

Jacobsen about what it means to serve as tournament host for the late Mr. Palmer.

As always, we want to hear from you. Your feedback helps make the GRAA and Golf Range

Magazine better. So please let us know if you decide to implement an idea or strategy you’ve read

in either our best practice emails or in Golf Range Magazine.

All the best,

Rick Summers

CEO, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org

Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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C
onstruction of the University of Virginia’s new golf

home at Birdwood Golf Course is underway. While

Birdwood is ranked as one of the top collegiate courses in the

country, UVA golf has never really had exclusive

accommodations. Coaches worked from small offices in

University Hall, from where they had to drive to the course.

There were no indoor hitting bays to practice in bad weather. 

This new facility will resolve all those problems, plus help men’s coach Bowen Sargent and

women’s coach Kim Lewellen attract more quality recruits. The project is expected to be

finished this fall, and UVA players are already excited about moving in.

“It’s a big deal. It will be one of the nicest, if not the nicest team golf facility in the country,”

said Chris Schooley, University of Virginia Foundation Senior Project Manager. 

This story first appeared on the www.dailyprogress.com. 

GOLF RANGE NEWS
Keeping you up to speed on interesting stories and
trends from the golf practice-and-learning sector

D
rive Shack, the new 60,000 square foot golf entertainment

complex, officially debuted its very first location near the

Orlando International Airport on April 7. Orlando’s new

Drive Shack is a three-story, indoor/outdoor all-weather golf-

entertainment complex, featuring food, drinks and a long-distance

range. The location features 90 hitting bays with a 220-yard range,

a Free Play Game Lounge with classic games like shuffleboard, skee-ball and Pac-

Man, a full-service restaurant and bar, an outdoor lounge and three fully equipped meeting

and event rooms for parties up to 1,000.

Orlando’s location is the first Drive Shack to open. Additional locations are expected to

open in Raleigh; Richmond, Virginia; West Palm Beach; Marietta, Georgia; and New Orleans.

C
arolina Panther’s Head Coach Ron

Rivera helped raise funds for The

First Tee of Greater Wilmington and

the development of the new par-3 course

for the area’s youth and golf community.

By attending the annual First Tee

Luncheon at the Wilmington Convention

Center earlier this month, Rivera brought

in crowds and answered questions about

the upcoming NFL season and his

involvement with golf. 

http://www.dailyprogress.com
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C
helsea Piers has long been viewed as one of the best practice range

experiences in country. It’s hard to argue with that sentiment,

considering that it’s been ranked among the GRAA Top 50 Stand

Alone Ranges for six consecutive years. Positioned directly on the Hudson

River, the iconic facility is a tiny oasis set amid a bustling Manhattan

backdrop. Check out this video from The Weekend Golfer highlighting the

best of what Chelsea Piers has to offer. ■

VIDEO FILE
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CHANGIN

“Golfers” a
Off-course participants and range-goers now includ

COVER STORY



ING HOW

are Defined
uded in official definition of “golfer”       BY ERIC N. HART

“WHAT IS 
A GOLFER?”

Dictionary.com states: 
“Someone with wooden or metal clubs

that hits a small white ball into a 
number of holes, usually nine or 

18 in succession, situated at various 
distances over a course having natural 
or artificial obstacles, the object being 

to get the ball in the hole in as few
strokes as possible.”

Right?

http://Dictionary.com


W
ell, yes. But, in a landmark move, the

National Golf Foundation (NGF) de-

cided in 2017 to kick down some of

the restrictive walls around the term, to allow for

new and popular “off course” variations of the

game to be included in “golfing.” 

“Green grass golf participation remains an es-

sential measure of golf’s vitality,” says NGF Presi-

dent Joe Beditz. “But it was time to add off-course

participation to track the dynamic growth there.”

Hitting balls on a practice range is now “golfing”

– perhaps it always should have been. Currently,

however, off-course participation may be at an all

time high. While NGF figures show the number

of people who golfed on a real course in 2016

stayed relatively flat compared to the previous year

(a drop of 1.2 percent to 23.8 million, in actuality),

the number of off-course participants increased

by 11 percent to more than 20 million. While a big

part of that is Topgolf, increased success and usage

of practice ranges, as well as simulators, also played

a key role.

What does this mean? The practice range is

not only becoming a more viable source of revenue

for facility operators/owners, but also a sought

after destination for golf consumers.

Why? Time and technology are equally respon-

sible for the welcomed advances in the game’s 

social status. People want to play golf faster, 

diversely and at any/all hours of the day. They want

six-hole routings like the Davis Love III Origins

at the Watercolor Inn in Florida, swings under the

lights of the Vegas Strip like Topgolf, par-3 collec-

tions like the nine-hole Top of the Rock in 

Missouri, 13-hole loops like Bandon Preserve in

Oregon, or the brand new 17-hole Sandbox at Sand

Valley in Wisconsin. 

“There is less time spent alone on a short course

and more time spent as a group, in conversation,”

says Sand Valley developer Michael Keiser Jr.

“Conversations aren’t interrupted as you spread

out over a large golf hole. So while the length of

the round is far shorter, the time spent with your

buddies or families is actually greater. That’s just

one benefit of alternative golf experiences.”

Even the most classic and traditional of resorts

Above: Range-goers and

Topgolf patrons are now

officially “golfers.” Right:

Short courses like the

Sand Valley’s “Sandbox”

and other alternative

options are popping up

across golf's landscape.



are getting on board, with places like Pinehurst 

in North Carolina introducing The Cradle short

course and Thistle Dhu putting course. Yes, diverse

golf experiences are spreading and being 

welcomed across the world.

“We remain relevant today, and are in the con-

versation about the top golf destinations in the

country – not because of what we were, but be-

cause of what we are and what we’re going to be,”

adds Alex Podlogar, Media Relations Manager for

Pinehurst. “The Cradle and Thistle Dhu continue

to define what Pinehurst has always been – a home

for golf. 

“Consider this,” Podlogar adds, “We have more

than 60,000 yards of golf among our nine champi-

onship courses, but it’s the 789 yards of the Cradle

that have been garnering the most attention.”

The game is getting more efficient and less tra-

ditional, that’s undeniable. There are state-of-the-

art facilities like Haggin Oaks in Sacramento,

California with championship courses, a 24-hour

range, massive practice area, FootGolf and Fling-

Golf. Then Angel Park in Nevada with a putting

course, lighted range, the Cloud Nine Short Course

and motorized GolfBoards – which are now

available for use at over 250 courses worldwide.

Golf simulator studios are more popular than

ever, particularly in places with climate-shortened

golf seasons, allowing players to take on the world’s
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Top: Pinehurst’s

Cradle and Thistle

Dhu putting courses

have received rave

reviews. Right:

Topgolf and unique

range activities

appeal to the next

generation of golfers.

best courses with incredible 3-D detail. Some of

those ranges and studios even offer TrackMan,

Toptracer Range and other tour-level tech tools

for instructional purposes (see the February 2018

issue of Golf Range Magazine for more on how

technology is changing the range experience).

Those ranges and studios have always offered golf.

Now they officially “are” golf.

And then there are the generation-next metro

arenas of the game – like Topgolf. Topgolf has lit-

erally taken America by storm, with 38 current

U.S. locations, 13 more opening soon and five in-

ternational facilities. Topgolf is like Dave & Busters

for golfers, combining the words “fun” and “golf

range” in an arcade way that makes sense for all

ages. It allows for multiple-levels and hundreds of

golfers to hit balls at the same targets simultane-

ously (without having to yell “Fore”) while scor-

ing points, taking selfies, and eating pizza, donut

holes and “chef prepared” gourmet selections,



something most golfers would have considered

unimaginable only a decade ago. Topgolf has

made golf “cool” to entire families, a merge 

between full-size golf and mini-golf. Even mini-

golf (whether it will ever be considered “real golf”

or not) has had its own renaissance, with more

and more resorts adding massive putting 

complexes like Bandon’s Punchbowl, and Jack 

Nicklaus bringing world-class events like the

Major Series of Putting to Las Vegas.

Exclusivity is no longer a welcome word in golf.

The National Golf Foundation is reflecting this

new era by including many facets of the game

(which are already being explored by the millions

who love to play it) in the definition. Beditz says

the NGF has actually been paying attention to 

“external participation” for quite some time. “This

makes our golf numbers reflect overall golf activity

and play; and makes our actual measure more

comparable to other sports,” he says. 

Ultimately, people who would have never con-

sidered playing 18 holes of golf on a course are

now getting out there and trying it. In fact, the NGF

reports that 8.2 million people who had an off-

course experience have never played on a golf

course. Yet still, they’re being introduced to, and

falling for, the game in a variety of formats. They’re

improving while having fun and then filling up the

tee sheets at local and national courses to test their

continued development. 

Like it or not, the music-playing, picture-taking,

social media savvy generation of golfers is now

driving the game to record heights. “The total num-

ber of beginning golfers rose to a record-high 

2.5 million (in 2016), surpassing the previous

record set in 2000 when Tiger Woods was at his

prime and drawing newcomers to the game,” says

Beditz. “That is absolutely a direct reflection of,

and testament to, all the off course dimensions of

golf participation.”

The definition of “golfing” itself did not make

the game bigger. It just caught up to the diverse

throngs of people that have brought their unique

and collective passions to the game and let them

know that their way of participating is just as 

important to the game as any other.  n
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A Salute to Arni
How Peter Jacobsen is faring in his role
as Tournament Host of the Arnold
Palmer Invitational
By Garrett Johnston

Peter Jacobsen (above)

co-hosted the Arnold

Palmer Invitational at

Bay Hill along with

playing host Rickie

Fowler (right).
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S
tepping onto the Bay Hill property during the Arnold

Palmer Invitational (API) evokes a bittersweet feeling.

On the one hand it’s exciting to be at the King’s

beloved course and its friendly confines. On the other,

that joy is met with a sadness knowing that he will never

be there again; driving around in his golf cart, playing the

tireless role of tournament host.

While that void will never fully be filled, thankfully

others have stepped in to take the reins and carry on the

hosting traditions set by the King. Chief among them is

Peter Jacobsen, the amicable 7-time PGA Tour winner

and current Golf Channel and NBC Commentator.

Jacobsen calls Palmer his “idol,” and has some 

wonderful history with the man who’s legend was only

eclipsed by his presence. During Palmer’s final API in

2016, the then-86-year-old drove his golf car for the entire

back nine following his grandson Sam Saunders shot for

shot. After six holes, Palmer and his wife Kit were joined

on the 16th fairway by a familiar face in Peter Jacobsen.

The trio laughed and sat three-across as the late afternoon

turned into evening. It’s a special window of time Jacobsen

relishes and feels honored to have

been rewarded with only minutes

after signing off from that day’s Golf

Channel broadcast.

Fast-forward to last month’s API

and Jacobsen, for the second-

straight year, was asked to be a 

co-host of the event – an opportunity

he graciously accepts and does not

take lightly.

“Arnold Palmer’s shoes can never

truly be filled as host,” Jacobsen says.

“We can only hope to honor his legacy.”

It’s true. Arnie’s shoes are so large that any one man

cannot fill them. That said, Jacobsen was one of the five

hosts of the 2017 API, and was joined by playing host

Rickie Fowler in 2018. 

“Being on the host committee is one of the greatest

honors of my career,” Jacobsen says. “I was fortunate to

have known Arnold, spent time with him, laughed with

him and competed alongside him. He defined everything

that it means to be a professional.”

Fowler received the inaugural Arnold Palmer philan-

thropy award from the Arnie’s Army Charitable Founda-

tion during pre-tournament activities. Palmer’s grandson,

Saunders, presented the award to him.

Fowler first remembers spending time with Arnold as

a kid when he won an AJGA (American Junior Golf 

Association) event at Bay Hill.

“Arnold is someone that inspired you to be a better per-

son and those are the kind of people you want to surround

yourself with,” Fowler says. “I was lucky enough to get the

time that I did with Mr. Palmer.”

Fowler wore Arnold Palmer-inspired shoes both last

year and this year to help raise money for the Arnie’s Army

Charitable Foundation. In 2017, the shoes raised a little

over $25,000 for the charity. At the 2018 event, Fowler

wore a pair and the other pair was auctioned off in a raffle.

It hit the $25,000 mark before the tournament even started.

The 29-year-old loves being involved in these creative

fundraisers with the Arnold Palmer Invitational and as a

playing co-host. He felt honored to receive the philan-

thropy award.

“It’s pretty special,” Fowler says. “Anything involved

with Mr. Palmer, The King, and to be honored by the

family and the tournament is cool. And to get the award

from Sam, it’s pretty special.”

Fowler appreciates the doors Palmer opened up for

touring professionals and the game as a whole.

“Arnold definitely helped pave the way for what we’re

able to do out here,” Fowler adds. “Obviously guys like

Tiger through that generation, they took it to a new level,

but none of this would have been possible for Tiger without

guys like Arnie setting the stage.” 

Jacobsen, in his role as co-host,

understand snow just how much Mr.

Palmer did in years past.

“All of us on the host committee

now realize how busy Arnold was

during the week,” Jacobsen says.

“From corporate commitments to

his tournament and charitable 

duties, I’m amazed at how much

ground he covered. He was always

generous with his time and kind to

everyone. Our duties that week were special and fun to

be a part of.”

Jacobsen had a particularly close bond to Mr. Palmer

and felt The King took him under his wing when he first

started out on tour in the 1970s.

“Being able to spend any time at all with Arnold was

special,” Jacobsen says. “He was a mentor to so many, a

natural leader and counselor. He was always helpful to

us younger pros and never failed to educate us on the

proper ways to conduct ourselves.” 

Looking ahead, Jacobsen believes that the API will

continue to bring in the game’s biggest names because

they will be drawn to Mr. Palmer’s legacy.

“I think the tournament and field at the API will con-

tinue to grow and improve,” Jacobsen adds. “The players

have become comfortable with the course and every one

of the players respects Arnold and his legacy. Winning

the API is now on everyone’s radar. 

“Because Arnold is no longer with us, it’s more impor-

tant than ever to continue his legacy.”   n
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Club Champion intends to open 30 new

locations over the next two years

Premium Fitting 
Location Continues
Growth and 
Industry Advocacy

A 2017 feature on NBC Nightly News reported

that more than 6,700 retail brick-and-mortar loca-

tions closed in 2017. According to Fox News, in

2017 Sears closed more than 300 stores, JCPenney

138 stores, Macy’s 68 and Payless shoes closed

about 800 locations after filing for bankruptcy.

Things have changed in the golf equipment land-

scape, as well. adidas sold TaylorMade, Nike exited

the golf club business and major retailer Golfsmith

shut its doors (all within the last two years).

Amid the doom and gloom, Club Champion

has emerged as a premium clubfitting location and

offsite equipment retailer. The company delivers

“Tour quality” fittings with an astounding 35,000

hittable head and shaft combinations. It’s an im-

pressive setup, as they offer virtually every major

and premium brand of club (including drivers, fair-

ways, irons, wedges and putters) with virtually 

infinite shaft options.

The company has driven average annual same-

store sales growth in excess of 50 percent and is

planning to open a minimum of 30 stores over the

next two years. Furthermore, they aim to be one of

the leading employers of PGA Professionals. With

a planned 50 to 60 new job openings in the next

two years, the company has said they’re looking

to give PGA Professionals the first crack at those

positions. 

Many on-course facilities may look at them

as a competitor. However, the company is mak-

ing many of its moves with the health of the in-

dustry in mind. In addition to the their

commitment to hiring PGA Professionals,

they’ve also implemented an incentive based re-

ferral program that kicks back 10 percent to any

golf pro who refers a customer to them. A recent

T
he boutique custom fitting chain Club

Champion is growing rapidly. It’s not

Topgolf pace but it’s fast, and it’s coming

at a surprising time in retail history. 
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The grand opening of

Club Champion’s

Newport Beach location,

managed by PGA

Professional Jordan King

(left) and Darren Vial

(center), helped raise

proceeds for the Folds of

Honor. The event was

attended by Folds VP

Matt Regan (right).

C L U B F I T T E R S  C O R N E R



store grand opening in Newport Beach, California served

as a fundraising event for the Folds of Honor. The single

night raised more than $1,000 for the foundation that

provides scholarships to the families of fallen and

wounded warriors. 

“This is the kind of evening that makes me happy to be

part of Club Champion,” said PGA Professional Jordan

King, a master clubfitter and builder who manages the

Newport Beach store. “We want to help support the in-

dustry first and foremost, while also helping golfers have

access to an array of equipment options that were previ-

ously limited to tour professionals and the game’s elite.”

Folds of Honor  VP of PGA Relations, Matthew Regan,

was on hand for the evening. “We greatly appreciated

Club Champion’s dedication to the Folds,” said Regan,

addressing the audience. “This has been a special night,

and we look forward to further aligning with them as

they continue to grow and offer an amazing service to

golfers.” With 32 studios already in the U.S., and a planned

30 more on the horizon, Club Champion will grow indeed. 

“By 2015, we had proven our new store concept as

well as the ability to open multiple locations in a market.

It was time to roll out Club Champion nationally,” said

company CEO Joe Lee. “We knew we had hit on a 

concept that would work and we’ve been opening new

locations at an accelerated pace ever since.”  n
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Time Waits

for No One…

TOUR TALK

Over the years, Tiger Woods’ practice
routine and workout habits have
dramatically evolved

Not Even

TIGER
BY GARRETT JOHNSTON                                   Photography by Rasheda Isaac 

W
e have always been im-
pressed by Tiger Woods’
dedication to working

out and implementing an intense
practice routine before his rounds.
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0On a flight with Justin Thomas a few months

ago, the 24-year-old asked Woods what he used to

do during his off-days. The answer went viral when

Woods revealed it during his foundation’s Genesis

Open at Riviera Country Club in February:

(1) Run four miles in the morning.

(2) Strength work in the gym.

(3) Hit range balls for two to three hours.

(4) Play a round of golf.

(5) Work on short game.

(6) Run another four miles.

(7) Play tennis or basketball.

Sounds superhuman right? 

Tiger says today that he’s cut back drastically.

In fact, he admits, “I’m not doing any of that now.”

Rafael Nadal, who shares both a friendship and

a comeback from potential career-ending injuries

with Tiger, used to have a similar routine in his

early 20s. Except tennis was the main focus and

golf was his extracurricular.

As much as Woods has cut back, it’s a great sign

that he felt he could play back-to-back weeks in

March at the Valspar Championship and the

Arnold Palmer Invitational.

After the two-week trial was over, Woods an-

swered questions at Bay Hill Sunday afternoon.

Golf Range Magazine asked Woods if the heat (a

humid 86 degrees) contributed to the physical chal-

lenge his day - as he was seen sweating profusely

at times. 

“Not really, not with the cardio and training

that I do,” Woods said. “That's part of the en-

durance training that we do. I would much rather

have it like this than cold any day.”

Man, this guy is a die-hard. He may not be

“doing any of that now” as it relates to his old train-

ing (circa 2000s), but he’s still intensely training

off the course. Of course, it’s hard to follow up

questions about his workout regimen when every

other writer wants to ask him about Augusta and

his preparation.

When asked about his physical capabilities

and whether he believed for a while that he could

play two weeks in a row, Woods was positive at

Bay Hill.

“If I can play with no pain and I can feel like I

can make golf swings, I'll figure it out,” Woods said.

“I’m starting to piece it together tournament by

tournament and each tournament's gotten a little

crisper and a little bit better.”

Though he’s improved physically with each

tournament, let’s remember the Tuesday after he

played Valspar, he attended his Presidents Cup

Captain’s presser and only worked on short game

that afternoon. In other words, no full swings.

Tiger’s pre-round routine

Let’s now take a look at Woods’s current pre-round

routine as witnessed at Bay Hill.

Woods arrived at the practice putting green at

12:21 p.m. for his 1:30 p.m. Sunday tee time. The

42-year-old began with his familiar right-hand-

only putting drill. Methodically dropping each of
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Tiger Woods’ has

had to retool his

practice and

workout sessions

in his latest

comeback.

TOUR TALK



the six golf balls he cradled in his left arm 

before making putting strokes with the

other.

Woods hit a couple 30-40 footers, pre-

sumably to get an idea of Bay Hill’s green

speeds, and then he set up his six-foot

routine. Woods pegged two tees in the

green with just enough room in between

for his putter face on each stroke.

Woods hit 20 straight putts with just

the right hand (see photo on page 50). He

sprinkled in a few with both hands before

moving on to a six-foot distance with his

standard putting stroke.

Woods then hit about two dozen 20-

30 footers before heading to the practice

range. All and all, it was a 15-minute

putting session.

A healthy-looking back

Woods’ most positive sign for his back,

in your columnists’ opinion, was what

he did just after he started his range ses-

sion. You had the eight half swings with

a wedge, eight more at 75 percent (12

o’clock) and then 15 full swings.

But as Woods changed clubs, he

grabbed an alignment rod and proceeded

to squat down behind his desired line for

a good two minutes, picking a target on

Bay Hill’s range for the alignment rod to

point at. 

This involved some consistent twist-

ing and stretching of that million dollar

lower back where the fusion took place.

But Tiger never seemed to wince or feel

restricted, a great sign for the golfing

world.

As he progressed through his irons,

Woods would take a couple swings with

just his right arm, in a slow-mo rotating

movement without hitting the ball. If you

ever watch Stewart Cink warm up, this is

a common movement for him on the

range too.

Right before Woods grabbed his third

club, only 10-12 minutes into the range

session, he took his glove off and gave it

to his caddie Joey LaCava. Apparently

there was too much sweat from the 86-

degree day. As Joey took it, he grabbed a

second one from the bag, and then 

revealed a third, fourth, and fifth glove.

Now we know why golfers have the lux-

ury of giving away signed gloves after they

accidentally hit a fan.

We could go on through Woods’ entire

process on the range, but we will leave

you with this: Woods checked the Sunday

pin positions in his yardage book intently

before hitting what appeared to be his 

approach irons.

It’s important to note that as Woods

left the range, after pummeling a few driv-

ers, he went back to the sand-wedge and

struck three more soft shots to end his

session. Nothing like a little reassurance

with the scoring clubs.

Woods then putted for another 10 min-

utes and made the 100-yard stroll from

Bay Hill’s practice green to the first tee giv-

ing high-fives to dozens among the hun-

dreds gathered on either side of his path.

The energy of his comeback, even in

non-majors, is palpable.  n



FlightScope Mevo:

The company wants to become 
the “Uber” 
of launch 
monitors

We sat down with FlightScope CEO Henri

Johnson and asked him about this innovative

new product:

How are you taking this technology that nor-

mally costs thousands of dollars and shrinking

it down and making it for the consumer?

We started out in the defense business, and our

parent company is still in the defense business in

South Africa. There we have very expensive track-

ing systems for monitoring weapons and projec-

tiles. We started out by taking that technology and

bringing it to the level of golf instruction. So it was

really expensive defense technology, and we had

to be smart to take these capabilities into golf.

With that said, it was even more difficult to 

develop Mevo. We essentially had to take one of

our bigger systems, such as X3, and make it small,

accurate and affordable. It was a big challenge. 

It took us four years and a lot of technology to

get there. Now we have it, and we have a range of

units that we can use to address different aspira-

tions of the market. 

To give you the philosophy, when I designed it

I said: “We’re going to provide a unit that will 

enable golfers to see their swing in a video clip and

also have data elements they can select on the

video screen.” We wanted the video to be the 

primary communication medium. They can see

themselves after they hit the ball and when they

look up, the video was replayed automatically and

the other elements are displayed on the screen and

stored. Then the golfer doesn’t have to think about

the system. After each shot, it will be ready for the

next shot automatically. That’s a very important

point for us. After pressing the button once, all they

have to do is focus on hitting shots.

Training becomes more focused this way, 

because golfers can see themselves after every shot

and they have data elements that they can focus

on. The trouble with only data is that you leave it

to the interpretation of the individual. When you

have visualization in the form of a video clip on

the phone or tablet, coupled with the data, the

brain is more involved. Then the data forms a better

I
f you haven’t heard of FlightScope Mevo, there’s
chance that you’ll be hearing more about it very soon
and perhaps even selling it in your golf shops. The
small high-powered consumer facing launch monitor

from FlightScope comes with a price tag of $500 and provides
users with the core ball tracking vitals: ball and club speed,
vertical launch angle, carry distance, spin rate, smash factor,
height and flight time.
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Henri Johnson,

FlightScope CEO 

Interviewed by Tony L. Starks



picture, or a more honest picture. We all know the saying

“a picture is worth 1,000 words,” adding a few data ele-

ments makes that picture even clearer. As a practice tool,

it’s very efficient.

With FlightScope University and all of the education

that goes into preparing golf professionals to use a

launch monitor and understand the data, what’s your

education plan for consumers?

The new FlightScope University (which used to be

FlightScope Academy) offers online courses for the top

teachers, and for consumers. They can access online

course work, choose from select courses and even take

exams to become certified users. 

When people are challenged to take the course and

spend the time, they’re more committed. You’re focused

and you want to achieve. There’s a difference between

being committed to something and just casually listening

to a YouTube video or reading info on a website. Distant

information doesn’t mean that you made it a part of your

knowledge base. Knowledge is power.

But to turn information into knowl-

edge is hard work, and you need that

commitment. 

Therefore we are going to engage

consumers by giving them an oppor-

tunity to get better and develop a

broader understanding of how Mevo

can help their game. 

Another part of that equation 

is that we will be encouraging 

consumers to seek lessons from

FlightScope University certified instructors. We’re con-

ducting case studies to see if these lessons have a greater

impact on players’ performances than just online tips,

watching videos or other forms of golf instruction. So

what we are now trying to do is make a difference, get

more engagement and make it more fun by giving people

challenges and tools that are affordable and accessible.

It’s a process that they go through when people commit

to FlightScope University and pay to take a course.

Will there be any free access to the University for

consumers?

The University will have some free content for con-

sumers, but you start paying for your certifications once

you start on that track. We have an online platform, and

these things of course cost money to update and keep

going. So there’s going to be cost involved for the con-

sumer. But there will be some free content for sure, free

entry-level stuff to get people started with the Mevo, but

when you start diving deeper, yes, there will be cost.

Are you assuming that when someone spends $500 on

a personal launch monitor that they’re already a serious

golfer and have some understanding of the data?

Absolutely. The Mevo will also have a lot of apps to

give people challenges and more engagement. We have

already a platform at www.myflightscope.com, we

haven’t marketed it yet, and there are more than 70,000

subscribers. We have an online challenge that can con-

nect people who have the app and they can take part in

skills challenges and play against anyone in the world.

So there’s going to be some fun engaging stuff on the 

online platform or through the phone. Mobile technol-

ogy makes it much easier for someone to complete in

these global challenges now. They can sign up, hit some

shots and 20 seconds later have their name appear on

an online leaderboard. 

So there is a gamification element to it? Kind of like a

Topgolf thing.

Yes, there’s gamification but at a different level. It’s at

your own leisure.  Of course you don’t have the food and

the drink – you have bring that along yourself. But it’s a

different thing, it’s not a destination

it's a purpose.

What does the competition in this

market look like?

Soon there will be mobile phone

apps that will report some kind of data

on the golf swing without any extra

tech. People will believe it for a while,

but then will drop it. The trouble with

gadgets is that people use them once

or twice and they drop it, but the Mevo

people love it from the word go. There’s real value in this,

we put four years into the development of the tech.

We see it like this: Uber, they changed taxis forever.

It’s not complex mechanically or to operate as a consumer.

Mevo is the Uber of launch monitors, that’s what I have

in mind.

So you’re looking to revolutionize the industry?

We hope so. We’re always looking at new things and

how to push what we do even further. And people don’t

realize that we were the first to have a 3D tracking radar

in the world. We know our stuff, we are scientists. We

have 152 permanent employees worldwide, and we’re

committed. We don’t tell people what they need, we 

respond to their needs. We also think forward and are

very innovative, but we make our products reachable –

within reach of the target market. We don’t believe in

making something so expensive that only a few people

can afford it. Before we bring something to market, we

make sure the intended market can actually tolerate it;

because that’s a win-win. For us it’s a relationship, it is

not just a one-way street of making money. That’s what

we believe and how we do things in our company.  n
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An updated Reynolds Kingdom of Golf presented by T
BY ART STRICKLIN



TY FIT FOR A KING
y TaylorMade open to all golfers

T
he golfing kingdom at Reynolds 

Lake Oconee, located at the Georgia

resort between Atlanta and Augusta,

has always been a preferred east

coast home for top amateurs and pro-

fessionals. Currently, the Reynolds King-

dom of Golf presented by TaylorMade is

making a concentrated push to have

more resort guests and public golfers

enjoy the expanded facilities.
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The Kingdom at

Reynolds offers

advanced lessons

and clubfitting for

golfers of all levels. 

“O
ne of the things our owners at MetLife

would like to do is get more recreational

players out here and see what their swing is

like and how we can help their game,” says PGA

Professional Charlie King, who was the founding

director at the Kingdom when it opened in 2007,

and has served there for a decade. “The better play-

ers, the top amateurs, college kids and pros have 

always known that to compete you have to get better

on the course and technology can help accomplish

that. Now, we want to show the amateur players,

the people here for the weekend or the week how

it can help them.”

There is only two such TaylorMade associated

practice areas in the U.S. and only one on the East

Coast (the other is at TaylorMade’s headquarters

in Carlsbad, California and is reserved for touring

professionals and VIPs). The east coast model al-

lows golf-loving and ability-challenged resort guests

to come out and test a wide variety of new equip-

ment with all the largest technology.

One of golf’s great debates centers on the ques-

tion: Would legends from the early part of the 20th

century like Hogan, Nelson and Snead have been

helped or hampered by modern technology? Unless

technology really advances rapidly and time travel

becomes possible, we’ll never know that answer.

However, there is little doubt the Average Joe golfers,

just happy to see the ball airborne and advancing,

can gain a valuable stash of golfing data here.

While Hogan was left to “dig it out of the dirt,”

modern amateurs can dig it out of the data. Using

advanced launch monitors (TrackMan in the case

of the Kingdom), golfers can measure swing speed,

launch angle and ball flight. The numbers provide

a clearer picture of what they really do on each

swing on the and how they can improve.

The Kingdom’s Doppler radar-powered launch

monitor also allows validate the clubfitting process

during equipment sales – allowing players switch be-

tween club heads and shafts before getting instant

feedback on which combination best suits their swing.

There is a putting lab that features a high-speed

camera – shooting at 250 frames per second, allow-

ing fitters to exam virtually every stage of the putting

stroke.

Furthermore, there are covered and heated prac-

tice bays, computerized sensors and the old school

mirror so golfers can check their actual swing vs.

the image they have in their head.

Now the Kingdom encompasses 16 acres with

a 7,600-square-foot facility, located in front of the

Ritz Carlton Resort, including a 2,100 square-foot

expansion that recently opened.

Thankfully, the gates are wide open so the public

can improve their game for fun, profit or just recre-

ation. I guess you could say it’s a facility fit for both

the king and the commoners.  n









This is the first in a

series of articles from

Top 100 Golf Instructor

Shawn Humphries on

the principles of the

Elite Performance

System – a detailed

method of training and

mental preparation. 
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A
s a coach, you need to have a strategic plan to
help your students achieve their desired level
of performance and personal goals.

BUILDING BETTER

GOAL G
SETTING GOALS AND THE P

Each year, you should ask them: “What are your goals for this

season?” If players haven’t taken the time to set them, there is a

good chance they will be beaten by someone who has. 

Goal setting is a very common practice among winners. We

are going to take a quick snap shot of goal setting, why it works

for some and not for others. Then I will walk you through a goal

setting system that works.

Goal setting is not easy to do, why? Firstly, there are two com-

mon methods that most people attempt and are rarely successful: 

•   Realistic Goal Setting;

•   Big-Sky Goals.
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BY SHAWN HUMPHRIES

ER PERFORMANCE:

GETTING
E PATH TO ACHIEVING THEM

People often believe you should always obtain your goals, so

they try to set realistic ones. For example, golfers will look at what

they did last year and simply say: “I want to lower my scoring a

bit.” Sounds good and easy enough, but setting the bar too low

can be detrimental for athletes. I don’t know a single world cham-

pion or Olympic Gold Medalist that used this method successfully.

There is nothing realistic (or easy) about winning a world cham-

pionship, earning an Olympic Gold Medal, setting a world record

or reaching a dominant status in your sport. 

Setting goals should sometimes seem more irrational than real-

istic. Far too often I see players fail to challenge themselves and

choose to select realistic or easy goals. Doing this, athletes get

beaten so often that they soon begin to doubt the system and aban-

don it. Selecting vague goals is another version of this. “I want to

be more consistent this year…” In this case, what does consistent

mean? The golfer has to have a clear and well thought out meaning

of what “consistency” is to them and how it’s defined.
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Let’s talk about the other system, the Big-Sky

Goals. The advantage of this system is that there

are no upward limits. For example, “My goal is to

win every competition this year, while breaking all

the records and beating everyone.” That does sound

great, who wouldn’t want to have a year like that?

However, if your students look to the Big Sky they

will most likely miss their goal. 

The natural train of thought would be, “If realis-

tic goals are often too small, and Big-Sky goals are

too large, the sweet spot must be somewhere in the

middle.” While you’re onto something, that’s not

necessarily the most advantageous way to set goals. 

Most athletes (across all sports) who achieve

peak performance don’t really try to predict or proj-

ect when they’ll have their best showings. Why?

The ultra elite are not thinking about outcome, but

rather relying on the performance systems they’ve

put in place to help them compete. 

That’s really where things can go wrong with

the two goal systems we discussed previously. Too

often, the athlete resorts to setting an outcome

when they select a goal. The focus is on score or

winning the competition, when it should be on the

process of obtaining a score that could win or

achieve the highest finish their ability allows. Elite

athletes take their mind off of the score and focus

on the process/system of performing well. Because

those are the elements they alone can control.  The

best athletes know they cannot control what it will

take to win a competition, but they can control the

process/system they use to prepare and compete.

And their goals reflect that.

Winning has varying degrees. It’s more than just

a way to measure an outcome. It also reflects who

the person (or athlete) has become. It’s a mirror to

life. A snapshot of who the player is, as well as how

they can perform. We compete on the field as we

compete in life, and ultimately our desire is to do

everything we can to become a life champion.
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In the copy below, I’ll take you through the Goal Setting method we use within the Elite

Performance System (EPS) – a strategy developed by 1976 Olympic Gold Medalist Lanny

Bassham that I’ve translated to golf.  We currently have 20 NCAA Division I golf programs

that have adopted the EPS method of training and mental preparation. I encourage you

to share this with your students and help them obtain their goals at each step:

STEP NO. 1
Determine a goal worth trading your time for – For 

perspective, Olympians set goals worth trading their “life” for.  

STEP NO. 2
Decide when you want it – You must set the exact day and

date you want to accomplish this goal. This helps you formulate

a plan to achieve it.

STEP NO. 3
List the pay value – Why do you want this goal? List all the

reasons that achieving this goal is important to you. Make sure

you set a goal that’s big enough to be life/performance 

changing.

STEP NO. 4
Honestly evaluate the obstacles in your way– You must

be very specific about your obstacles. If you don’t list all the ob-

stacles that you need to manage to accomplish your goal, they

will turn into barriers. Barriers will keep you from accomplishing

your goals.

STEP NO. 5
What is your plan to get your goal – Goals with a written

plan have a much better chance of being reached.

STEP NO. 6
Evaluate your plan before you proceed – Ask questions

of yourself. Do I believe my plan will work? Do I believe I can

work the plan? Is the prize worth the price? This is the most im-

portant step in the goal-setting process. Ask yourself, “Is the

pay-value worth the price I have to pay for it?”

STEP NO. 7
Schedule your plan – Scheduling is a vital art of the planning

process. Put your plans on a calendar.

STEP NO. 8
Start Now! – You are ready to go. Begin right away and don’t

hesitate.

STEP NO. 9
Prior to reaching your goal always set a new one to

takes its place. –This is a vital piece in advancing yourself to

another level.

STEP NO. 10
Hold on to the end of trade up – Do not be surprised if on

your way to one goal, you discover another. But never give up –

trade up! Finish the first goal and then move on to the next.

GOAL GETTING SYSTEM



April’s Featured Top 25 Teaching & Training Aid: Live View Golf
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TOP 25 TEACHING & TRAINING AIDS

A DIFFERENT
Live View Golf provides instructors –
and users – with a different type of
video camera for swing improvement
and immediate feedback

P
atrick Parrish wanted his students to see what

they were missing. So when an opportunity

arose to partner with someone on a video camera

that differed from others on the market, he went

for it.

The result is Live View Golf, a portable camera

and app suite that offers users the ability to view

swings in real time on their phones or tablets with

the aid of on-screen lines and other markers.

ANGLE
BY AL PETERSEN







The result is Live View Golf, a portable cam-

era and app suite that offers users the ability to

view swings in real time on their phones or

tablets with the aid of on-screen lines and other

markers.

Parrish, the director of instruction at Nick-

laus Club-Monterey in Northern California,

is a co-founder of the device with Shane Yang,

a hardware and software developer in the Sil-

icon Valley who had three daughters taking

lessons from Parrish when he formulated the

idea for the camera.

Parrish brought his range and teaching ex-

perience to the table, and Yang provided the

high-tech nuts and bolts of the operation that

started with a concept in mid-2015 and was

in the hands of instructors and consumers in

early 2016.

“The exciting thing is the immediate feed-

back the camera provides,” says Parrish, who

uses Live View Golf with his students and

when working on his own game. “It’s like a

digital mirror that I can use to show them im-

mediately, and in detail, the things that they

should work on.”

Users can download the Live View Golf

app through iTunes or Google Play. When the

camera is turned on and a hotspot is located,

the camera is ready to go once the user's device

is also connected. (No Wi-Fi is necessary, so

no data is used.) The camera, which is designed

to clip onto an alignment stick, is then placed

at the desired height about 12 feet behind or

in front of the golfer, with the phone or tablet

on the ground in front of the user so he or she

can watch their swing in progress. With lines

drawn on the screen, if needed, a user can see

if his or her backswing is on plane, for example,

or if their posture remains intact throughout

the motion.

“A lot of people think they’re swinging cor-

rectly or making adjustments,” Parrish says.

“But most of the time they’re not. This shows

them that. They can get in their reps with a ki-

netic awareness of what to do properly. It really

speeds up the process and adds a layer to their

learning and an instructor’s lessons.”

The live video also enables users to have an

infinite number of learning cycles to create

muscle memory for the correct swing mechan-

ics, Parrish says. Adding that when every prac-

tice swing is correct, a user’s learning curve

accelerates dramatically.

“If a person has someone stand behind

them with a camera phone or video, there’s a

lapse  from making the swings to taking a look

at what occurred,” Parrish says. “This camera

is like having eyes in the back of your head, or

down the line, or from the front or side, and

there’s no pause when going from swinging to

learning. It really bridges the gap between feel

and real. It makes people more aware of what

they're doing in space. It really speeds up the

learning process.”

James Sieckmann, a PGA Professional 

at Shadow Ridge Country Club in Omaha,

P
arrish, the director of instruction at Nicklaus Club-Monterey

in Northern California, is a co-founder of the device with

Shane Yang, a hardware and software developer in the 

Silicon Valley who had three daughters taking lessons from Parrish

when he formulated the idea for the camera.

Live View Golf can

provide real-time

visual feedback.
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Nebraska, likes using Live View Golf

because it gets to the point and fills a

void when it comes to instruction.

“People know what to do – as in

what they’ve been told, instructed to

do or read about – and they feel like

they’re doing it when they go out and

practice,” Sieckmann says. “But

they're not because there’s no confir-

mation or real-time feedback to show

if they’re doing things properly or in-

correctly.”

The ability to do split-screen view-

ing and draw on the screen are things

Sieckmann especially likes, and he

stresses that learning takes place

quicker and more efficiently when he

gives students a drill or two to work on

when they’re at the range on their own.

“I’m really high on it,” he says. “I

use it for my own game and find it very

valuable when using it with my stu-

dents. Learning happens so much

faster and efficiently. That’s what we’re

all after, as both teachers and students.”

About half his students end up get-

ting a Live View Golf camera after a

lesson or two, Sieckmann says, so they

can monitor their practice time and

share it with him when they return for

a lesson. And that’s a point that Sieck-

mann and Parrish stress as a positive

when talking about Live View Golf:

Just because a student purchases a

camera doesn’t mean they’ll be out of

the picture, so to speak, when it comes

to lessons.

“They still need a pro in order to

figure out what they need to work on,”

Parrish says. “If they get a camera, that

shows how interested and dedicated

they are to learning the right way. That

can only enhance lessons as you con-

tinue to work together on various as-

pects of the swing and they continue

to get immediate feedback and rein-

forcement when with an instructor or

using it on their own.” n
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Unlike most putting aids, which attach to the putter or promote a confined stroke that

focuses on the start line, Spider Putting System fits over the hole and helps students

focus more on than target and less on their stroke. It’s a great aid for instructors who

prefer to teach a putt by feel method, where the student focuses more on the desired

result: getting the ball in the hole.

Using a small gate and bridge, one thing the Spider encourages is proper speed.

Many instructors say the perfect speed for putts means the ball ends up one to two

feet past the hole. With the bridge, golfers can know both when they made the putt

and when they’ve hit it with ideal pace (as the ball will roll through the gate, across the

bridge and end up two feet past the hole).

On breaking putts, the gate can be positioned on the “side door” or anywhere off-

center  – so the golfer can easily focus on exactly where the ball will enter the hole. 

Training Aids to Watch For: 
The Spider Putting System
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The Golf Range Association of America

Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids
The 2017 list was selected by the country’s top teachers

1. Orange Whip Swing Trainer

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

1-877-505-9447

info@orangewhiptrainer.com

2. Gary Wiren Impact Bag

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

orders@golftrainingaids.com

3. Blast Motion

www.blastmotion.com 

855-632-5278

mwoods@blastmotion.com

4. V-One Pro

www.v1sports.com 

1-800-777-7721 

sales@ifrontiers.com 

5. SNAG Golf

www.snaggolf.com

310-291-3142

JL8n@snaggolf.com

6. TrackMan Pro

www.trackmangolf.com

1-810-225-9855

sales_us@trackmangolf.com

T7. Eyeline Golf 360-Degree Mirror

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T7. Orange Whip Orange Peel

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

1-877-505-9447

info@orangewhiptrainer.com

T7. Swingyde

www.swingyde.com 

1-800-346-7788 

info@swingyde.com.au 

10. The Putting Arc

www.theputtingarc.com 

1-800-898-0701 

sales@theputtingarc.com 

T11. Gary Wiren Power Fan

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

orders@golftrainingaids.com

T11. BodiTrak

www.boditrak.com 

1-800-644-2044 

salesadmin@vista-medical.com 

13. Eyeline Golf: Balance Rod

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

14. V-One Golf Academy

www.v1sports.com

1-800-777-7721

sales@ifrontiers.com

15. Eyeline Golf Ball of Steel

www.eyelinegolf.com 

1-800-969-3764 

contact@eyelinegolf.com 

T16. Momentus: Power Hitter Driver

www.momentusgolf.com

800-524-6068

bettergolf@momentusgolf.com

T16. The Impact Ball

www.theimpactball.com

1-877-866-7228

sales@theimpactball.com

18. SAM Putt Lab

www.scienceandmotion.com

+49 (0)6145 933 870 0

info@scienceandmotion.com

19. Tour Striker

www.tourstriker.com

480-664-1002

orders@tourstriker.com

20. Impact Snap

www.impactsnap.com

315-382-3662

impactsnapsales@gmail.com

21. Randy Myers Golf Stretching Pole

www.golfstretchingpole.com

1-800-385-5887

info@golfstretchingpole.com

T22. Mike Bender BenderStik

www.benderstik.com

407-328-7674

megsagolf@aol.com

T22. FlightScope X2

www.flightscope.com

407-967-7121

elyse.rowe@flightscope.com

24. Eyeline Golf: Putting Impact

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T25. SKLZ Smash Bag

www.sklz.com 

1-877-225-7275 

customerservice@sklz.com 

T25. Eyeline Golf: Golf Metronome

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T25. Foresight Sports GC2

www.foresightsports.com

858-880–0179

ussales@foresightsports.com

T25. Hudl Technique

www.hudl.com

402-817-0060

support@hudl.com

Visit GolfRange.org 
To view the expanded list of 2017 GRAA Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids,

which includes full product descriptions and contact information for each
manufacturer, visit www.GolfRange.org.
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https://www.golftrainingaids.com/
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mailto:mwoods@blastmotion.com
https://v1sports.com/
mailto:sales@ifrontiers.com
http://www.snaggolf.com
mailto:JL8n@snaggolf.com
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mailto:sales_us@trackmangolf.com
https://eyelinegolf.com/
mailto:contact@eyelinegolf.com
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http://www.theputtingarc.com
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mailto:sales@ifrontiers.com
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mailto:contact@eyelinegolf.com
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mailto:bettergolf@momentusgolf.com
http://www.theimpactball.com
mailto:sales@theimpactball.com
https://www.scienceandmotion.com/
mailto:info@scienceandmotion.com
http://www.tourstriker.com
mailto:orders@tourstriker.com
https://impactsnap.com/
mailto:impactsnapsales@gmail.com
https://www.golfstretchingpole.com/
mailto:info@golfstretchingpole.com
http://www.benderstik.com
mailto:megsagolf@aol.com
http://www.flightscope.com
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mailto:contact@eyelinegolf.com
http://www.sklz.com
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https://eyelinegolf.com/
mailto:contact@eyelinegolf.com
http://www.foresightsports.com
mailto:ussales@foresightsports.com
http://www.hudl.com
mailto:support@hudl.com
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Tex-Net, Inc.

Family owned and operated since 1966, Tex-Net Inc. has

manufactured netting that can be found on golf ranges and

country clubs around the world.  Products include golf course

and driving range netting, baseball netting, all-sports netting,

fencing products and power cages.  All products are

manufactured in the USA and backed by a warranty that is

honored worldwide

To learn more, visit: www.texnetusa.com

1. All Mobile Technologies

(888)-223-3280

www.myallmobile.net

2. Coastal Netting

(800) 726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

3. CoverShots

(888) 881-2433

www.covershotsgolf.com

4. Dryrainge

(877) 918-3888

www.dryrainge.com

5. Easy Picker

(239) 368-6600

www.easypicker.com

6. Ernest Sports

(770) 734-0413

www.ernestsports.com

7. Fiberbuilt Golf

(800) 661-8132

www.fiberbuilt.com

8. Foresight Sports

(858) 880-0179

www.foresightsports.com

9. Golf Web Design
(888) 287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

10. GOLFZON
(571) 525-2980
www.golfzongolf.com

11. Impact Snap
(315) 382-3662
www.impactsnap.com

12. Live View Golf
(408) 213-2030
www.liveviewgolf.com

13. Orange Whip
(877) 505-9447
www.orangewhiptrainer.com

14. Power Tee
(877) 769-3781
www.powertee.com

15. Prestwick Golf Group
(844) 334-0085
www.prestwickgolfgroup.com

16. Range Servant
(800) 878-8050
www.rangeservant.us

17. SKIN Sunscreen

(855) 624-7111

www.skinsunscreen.com

18. Standard Golf

(319) 266-2638

www.standardgolf.com

19. Sterling Cut Glass

(800) 543-1317

www.sterlingcutglass.com

20. Tex-Net

(800) 541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

21. Toptracer

(646) 755-9890

www.toptracer.com

22. ToughLie 360

(610) 202-2471

www.toughlie360.com

23. UST/Mamiya

(800) 277-0534

www.ustmamiya.com

24. Wittek Golf Products

(800) 869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

READER SERVICE

At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support
our many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices,
the GRAA Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many
other digital and relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has welcomed
the following new partners who have come on board to support the range
side of the business and partner with our members on growing the game
and growing revenue at your respective facilities:

J&M Golf

(800) 346-7788

www.jandmgolf.com

Welcome to the Family!

Live View Golf

The idea of practicing your golf swing in front of a mirror is

probably almost as old as golf. The self awareness that comes

from seeing yourself and connecting the objective image with a

kinetic feeling is invaluable in accelerating and re-enforcing the

learning of a new skill. Live swing tools show mistakes as they

occur and allow for instant correction. With a live swing tool

environment, students can practice precisely, learn quickly, and

avoid forming bad habits.

To learn more, visit: www.liveviewgolf.com

Featured Partners

http://www.texnetusa.com
http://www.myallmobile.net
https://www.coastalnetting.com/
http://www.covershotsgolf.com
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http://www.ernestsports.com
http://www.fiberbuilt.com
http://www.foresightsports.com
http://www.golfwebdesign.com
https://www.golfzongolf.com/
https://impactsnap.com/
http://www.liveviewgolf.com
http://www.orangewhiptrainer.com
http://www.powertee.com
https://www.prestwickgolfgroup.com/
http://www.rangeservant.us
https://www.skinsunscreen.com/
https://www.standardgolf.com/
http://www.sterlingcutglass.com
http://www.texnetusa.com
https://www.toptracer.com/
http://www.toughlie360.com
http://www.ustmamiya.com
http://www.wittekgolf.com
http://www.jandmgolf.com
http://www.liveviewgolf.com


  

  

  

The PGA Jr. League name and logo are a trademark of the PGA of America.

TM

®

ENGAGE YOUR COMMUNITY 
WITH PGA JR. LEAGUE

YOUR GAME-CHANGING WAY TO CREATE:

` ROUNDS
Build loyalty and increase family activity at your facility

 2017: 73% of eligible players returned to the program!

` REVENUE
Generate significant personal and facility revenue

 2017: $5.6 million in registration income to Captains!

` GOLFERS
Engage new and existing customers 

 2017: 80% of players identified as beginner or recreational golfers!

JOIN THE TEAM AT  PGA.org/PGAJrLeague

https://www.pga.org/PGAJrLeague
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Golf Range Association of
America Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range

Association of America wishes to thank the following GRAA

Preferred Vendors.

PREFERRED VENDORS

888-287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

877-505-9447

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

Official Training Product

877-769-3781

www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System

800-869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800-541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

610-202-2471

www.toughlie360.com

Official Instruction Product Partner

800-661-8132

www.fiberbuilt.com

Official Mat Supplier

800-726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

Exclusive Netting Company

http://www.golfwebdesign.com
http://www.orangewhiptrainer.com
http://www.powertee.com
http://www.wittekgolf.com
http://www.texnetusa.com
http://www.toughlie360.com
http://www.fiberbuilt.com
https://www.coastalnetting.com/
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